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PUBLICATION

design

UNDERGROUND |

publica tion des i g n

the brief
The goal of this project was to design a 52+ page book about
typography as form, meaning, information and historical
context. I had to choose a topic that would portray a specific
way-finding system. Underground is a publication about the
different wayfaring systems of underground transportation
around the world.
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BALLERINA |

p ublica tion des ig n

the brief

Ballerina is a hand-bound chapbook about
a poem titled Little Ballerina. The book is
bound with pink ribbon to mimic a ballet
shoe. The gems were added to attract the
intended audience.
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BUG-A-BOO |

pa cka ging d es ign

the brief

The goal of this project was to create a packaging system that is unified
and works for the target market. Bug-A-Boo is targeted to toddlers and
their parents. The packaging has a colorful and playful pattern for each
flavor to attract the target audience. The milk carton shape makes it easy
to reseal and to take on-the-go.
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RUGGED |

packa ging d es ign

the brief

The goal of this assignment was to use the
skills and tools we learned to create and
revision a packaging design of our choosing.
I needed to keep in mind efficiency,
reusability, ink usage, and energy used to
produce the packaging. For this project, I was
asked to choose an over-packaged product
and redesign it to be not only sustainable,
but to market it to a new demographic.
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INFOGRAPHICS |

TROPICAL RAINF
tundras have

ECOSYSTEMS are all
typog ra phic p osters
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+
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IN A SPECIFIC AREA OR REGION
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ofn.daylight
t h e a i r w e the
brief
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community characterized by distinctive plant
I designed these posters for my sustainable
and animal species controlled by the climate
design class. The poster set is on the subject
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of ecosystems, and how we as a planet are
destroying them. Each poster utilizes the
same underlying grid structure and color
palette to create unity amongst the set.
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BREATHE
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MARKETING

campaigns

TELA PURE |
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TELA PURE |

m a r keting ca m pa i g n

the brief

The goal was to create an integrated marketing
campaign for a company that my partner, Jessica
Nelson, and I created. Tela Pure is an essential
oil company whose oil is extracted from the
landscapes of India.
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FURC PROGRAMS |

profess io n a l ex p er i en ce

the brief

The FURC Programs were created during my time working
as a Graphics Assistant in the Publications Office at the
University of Tampa. I was given complete freedom on this
piece except for the color and text choices, in which I had
to follow the University’s guidelines. These programs were
handed out to all who attended the Florida Undergraduate
Research Conference.
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CCA MEDIA-N |

the brief

profess iona l ex p er i en ce

This is the work I did during my internship for CCA Media-N. I
worked with Professor Brooke Scherer, who created the style
guide and grid structure for the text book. During my internship,
I had the opportunity to design spreads and produced different
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layouts. I learned a great deal about publication design and
how to format large paragraphs of type. The images you see
are the layouts I designed while following the style guide
provided by Professor Scherer.
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ASBAR
AMERICAN REPERTORY BALLET

7 Livingston Avenue
New Brunswick, NJ 08901

TO WHOM THIS MAY CONCERN,
I am writing in response to the job posted regarding the graphic designer
position at American Repertory Ballet.
I will graduate from the University of Tampa with a Bachelor’s of Arts degree
in two weeks. As you can see in the attached resume, I have two years of
professional experience designing logos, publications, presentations and
posters for the University of Tampa. Additionally, I have experience with
several design softwares--InDesign, Photoshop, Illustrator, AfterEffects,
Dreamweaver and Muse.
I have always appreciated the art of dance and was apart of a competitive
dance team for over ten years. I believe my experience with both dance and
graphic design would be beneficial to the position offered.
It wasn’t until visiting a printing press, that I realized my passion lies in print
design. I was intrigued by the complexity of the many machines and processes
used. I have attached my resume outlining my experiences. I welcome the
opportunity to meet with you to further discuss my qualifications.

contact
5056 Kratz Carriage Rd.
Pipersville, PA 18947
erica.casbar@gmail.com

Thank you for your time and consideration.

SINCERELY,

Erica Casbar
ERICA CASBAR

267-241-8272

ERICACASBAR.COM | view my online portfolio

ERICA
CASBAR
graphic designer
education
UNIVERSITY OF TAMPA, FLORIDA

Bachelors of Arts in Graphic Design
Minor in Advertising
May 2016

experience
UNIVERSITY OF TAMPA, TAMPA, FLORIDA

Graphic Assistant, Office of Publications 09/2014-present

Created logos, marketing materials and publications for the University
Worked closely with clients and printers in order to meet deadlines

CCA MEDIA-N, TAMPA, FLORIDA
Intern 03/2015-present

skills
ADOBE CREATIVE SUITE

Indesign, Illustrator, Photoshop,
Dreamweaver, After Effects, Muse

MICROSOFT OFFICE

Word, Excel, Powerpoint, Outlook

Designed layouts for a textbook while working with a grid
Worked with others to create a cohesive end design

DESIGN TRAVEL COURSE, EUROPE
Student 05/2015

Studied swiss design and visited musuems
Visited the Bauhaus in Dassau, Germany and learned about Bauhaus design

NEW YORK TRAVEL COURSE, NEW YORK CITY, NEW YORK
Student 03/2014

Visited Pearl Fisher and Pentagram
Talked with Milton Glazer about his life work
Researched in the archives of the Lubalin Center

contact

honors

5056 Kratz Carriage Rd.
Pipersville, PA 18947

The University of Tampa Honors Program

ericacasbar@gmail.com

The University of Tampa Deans List 2013-2016

The University of Tampa Academic Scholarship
Kappa Pi Art Fraternity

267-241-8272

ERICACASBAR.COM | view my online portfolio

E R I graphic
C A Cdesigner
ASBAR
Visual communication has always been something I am fascinated
with. With the use of typography and images I am able to construct
a message to communicate to an audience. It allows me to think
creatively and has disciplined me to be a hard working individual.
Since a young age I have always appreciated the visual communication
that was all around me. I remember going to New York City for
the first time when I was a little girl and being amazed by the big
flashy signs. I would often re-draw the signs I’d see and kept a
sketch book on me at all times. From making cards for my mom as
a little girl to designing present day, I have never lost my passion
for design. My passion motivates me to research and push my
designs to be the best they can be.
My work tends to integrate fluidity with simplistic forms to catch
the eye of the viewer. Typographic variables such as hierarchy,
proximity and contrast aid in the overall unity of my work. Just
recently I finished designing a chapbook, and it had to be hand
bound. This project I was able to show my strength in my craft and
planning capabilities. I find beauty in the craft and appreciate the
art of hand lettering. But, by using grid lines and visual punctuation
my work is organized and the overall message is clearly understood
by its viewers. My work is often a reflection of the research I have
conducted and the ones who influenced me the most.

contact
5056 Kratz Carriage Rd.
Pipersville, PA 18947

Throughout my research I lean towards the designers who are
interested in experimenting with type such as Herb Lubalin. I
admire his work with text as image and his work in magazine publication.
I find the beauty in the way a letter form curves and the contrast
of the line weights. Current day designer, Jessica Hische, inspires
me in the art of hand lettering and to think outside the box. My
goal is to communicate a message to an audience by the use of
typography and image, while still showing appreciation to the
overall craft and fluidity of the design.

erica.casbar@gmail.com

267-241-8272

ERICACASBAR.COM | view my online portfolio

PHONE 267-241-8272
EMAIL erica.casbar@gmail.com
WEBSITE www.ericacasbar.com

